Solution Brief

it.hire&rental

Streamline and Optimize Management of
Your Rental Products with it.hire&rental

In the modern business landscape, having complete
transparency over all rental services and products is
crucial for optimizing profitability and giving customers
what they want. Digital solutions hold the key to effective
rental management.
Stefan Hoffmann, Industry Solutions Principal, itelligence Inc.

Gain the Competitive Edge in the Hire and Rental Market

Equipment Rental Is Becoming
a Global Trend
Equipment rental is becoming an increasingly

n

lucrative market. This means that there are many
opportunities for businesses to create profit

able to resell equipment at the end of its rental life
n

through renting out products and services.
However, without an effective, scalable solution to
manage rental agreements and products, leveraging

Maximizing the use of your inventory and being
Guaranteeing 100% equipment availability for
your customers

n

Planning ahead for spare parts and maintenance
requirements

the full potential of your equipment rental
company is likely to be a challenge.

If you are struggling to achieve any of these objectives, it.hire&rental can provide you with the tools

Is Your Business Facing These Challenges?
n

n

n

n

you need to take total control of the situation. The

Effectively dealing with and tracking a large

AddOn it.hire&rental from itelligence enables you

number of rental processes and tasks

to control and manage all rental processes effectively

Automating the tracking and billing of rental

within your SAP landscape and can be tailored to

processes, some of which are in non-SAP systems

suit the needs of your enterprise. So what features

Enabling transparency of the status of your

does it.hire&rental offer to help you optimize key

equipment throughout the entire rental lifecycle

rental processes, such as tracking and billing, at your

Maintaining a balance between your portfolio

organization?

on site and in the field, and your cash flow

56

$

bn

total revenue predicted for the U.S. equipment
rental industry by 2020, with an average annual
growth rate of 4.6 percent per year.
Source: American Rental Association

The it.hire&rental AddOn from itelligence is a

n

pre-configured, flexible module that can be easily

Monitor all types of rental items, including
serialized and non-serialized

integrated into your SAP environment. You gain

n

Report on key metrics from a single source

transparency over all rental processes, from the first

n

Accelerate processing of rental agreements

offer to all settlement types. In this way, you have all

and orders

the information you need to make timely, informed
itelligence Is the Perfect Partner for Rental

decisions.

Process Optimization
Central Control for Ultimate Transparency

itelligence is a global SAP Platinum Partner with

Decision makers are able to view all rental items

nearly 30 years’ experience. We have 7,000 experts in

by region and rental periods. Using the intuitive

25 countries to support your rental business with its

calendar display, you can view all rental items to

digital transformation. As a member of the NTT DATA

determine availability of products and plan ahead.

group, we have the highest quality resources and

Billing data is also stored in this view. Additionally,

support you whenever and wherever you need it.

you can report on this information for a clear and
concise breakdown of rental agreements so that you
are always informed.
Key Benefits of the it.hire&rental AddOn:
n

Easily maintain an overview of capacity utilization,
price index, and availability

n

Quickly integrate within SAP landscape thanks

Wholesale companies that offer
rental products and services need a
solution that streamlines the management
of components, tools, and materials.

to pre-configuration and flexibility to adapt the
AddOn to your business requirements

Fully Integrate All Rental Processes in SAP
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Learn more about
optimizing your
rental business
Contact us today at:
» www.itelligencegroup.com
Visit our AddStore
itel.li/addons

To support your digital
transformation, you require
expert IT consultation –
itelligence has the expertise
to guide you through this.
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